every time we get hit hard by piracy, I get a little closer to having to quit and go get a real job.
Probably not much of an affront to talk about, but if people really like my comics that much, they
need to realize that if it reaches the point I can’t pay my bills doing this, then there simply will no
longer be any new comics. So piracy, in and of itself, shoots you in the foot. If you like my comics,
you need to make sure I can make a living creating them. I can always go get me a job flipping
burgers if I need to, but you won’t find anybody else doing JAG27 style comics ever again!” Otto’s
words hold a lot of meaning if you think about it. And I can’t say he’s far off base at all. With the
music industry and media companies, piracy doesn’t slap them too hard. Essentially they end up
just raising prices to offset their losses, but with small companies like ours, we can only raise our
prices to a certain level and then our customers start to fall off…so at a certain point, we simply go
under.
So please, if you like THE CHAPERONE or any other comics by JAG27 / Otto Maddox, then
please don’t pirate and do your best to help support our site. We are happy to get even part-time
customers. Buy membership once a year…it’s better than not at all! We’re happy to take what we
can get these days. And as always, know that your money goes directly to the people running the
site and creating the comics and the funds support not only these people, but their families as
well.
All of that said, let’s get on with the guide, shall we?
Understanding the guide is relatively easy. Each episode is listed, in order, along with a
brief description of events taking place in the episode along with a coded listing to describe the
overall contents. At the end of the episode listings, you will find a Q&A section featuring
questions from myself and from various fans of the series along with Otto’s responses. Along the
way through the guide, you will find various sample images from the series that I felt deserved to
be included. At the time of publishing, there were 99 episodes in total, comprised of over 4,300
individual images. In addition to this, there are a handful of “X” bonus episodes. The bonus
episodes are included in the guide, listed along with their corresponding main episodes.

CONTENT GUIDE – These are the codes that describe the various sexual content contained within
each episode. For each listing, you will see the EPISODE number, the content codes, followed by
the amount of images in each episode.
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Lesbian Sex
Hetero Sex
Pregnant
Fat
Mother Son
Mother Daughter
Father Daughter
Brother Sister
Old Granny or Old Man
Older Woman Younger Male "Cougar"
Older woman with younger female
Threesome or More
Older male with younger female
Voyeur
Weird objects or sexual items
Forced Feeding or gorging
Lactation Breast Milk
Body expansion
Weight-gain
Rapid pregnancy
Masturbation Dildo or Hand
Female has penis
Dream Sequences
Oral sex or blow job
Dress up or roll play
Anal sex
Interracial sex
Lolita-like character
Catfight or violence

EPISODE 1 - L H F OD - 119 Images
We are introduced to the series and we find out Olivia Davis is a single mom who tends to get
loose when she's drunk. She ends up having sex with Jacob, one of the teenage cheerleading team
members after she, as their Chaperone, and the entire team get stranded in the mountains during
a severe rain storm. The team holes up in a hunting lodge where Clarissa and Amy have a foray
while Joy encounters a hillbilly hunter in the communal showers of the lodge. Nelson makes a play
for Olivia but falls short.
EPISODE 2 - L H F O C T OD V - 60 Images
Joy's foray with the hillbilly hunter turns into a foursome with three more hillbillies included
"Pappy" a disgusting old creepy dude who's importance cannot be undersold here. Remember
these dudes and especially Pappy. Olivia and Jacob continue to get it on. Clarissa does Nelson
while Amy watches and it rolls into a threesome of sorts...the two tag-teaming Clarissa.
EPISODE 3 - L H C F V W FF - 105 Images
We get our first hint that Amy has a personal fat fetish when the episode opens up with her forcefeeding Clarissa. Jacob begins hounding Olivia...convinced he's in love with her but she was drunk
the night at the lodge and doesn't want anything to do with him now. She gets drunk again later
and ends up doing him once more...only to have Amy catch them and spy on them while
masturbating...with a beer bottle?
EPISODE 4 - H F MD V P - 105 Images
Jacob is confronted by Amy after he ventures out of Olivia's bedroom and ends up doing her off in
her own room later while Olivia peeps on them. Meanwhile, Joy shows up and Clarissa's house
informing her she's pregnant from her tryst with the hillbillies. We also have the first appearance
of Nadine Chapman. The sexual tension between Olivia and Amy over Jacob begins and we learn
that Amy isn't all so much the lesbian that she likes everyone to think she is...as well as the fact
that she may have a thing for her own mother.
EPISODE 5 - L H P F V FF IR- 125 Images
Amy reveals she fucked Jacob to Clarissa and admits that she may not be fully lesbian. Olivia
happens across Nelson Fobbs on the street and they end up fucking in an alleyway, an event that
will leave readers guessing as to the father of her unborn child for the next 93 episodes. Clarissa
tells Amy about Joy being pregnant and the two concoct the idea of getting her fat to hide her
pregnancy so she won't get disqualified from cheerleading finals, an insane ploy that will run for
most of the series up until episode 93. Olivia does Jacob yet again, and we see the first forced
feeding of Joy in an attempt to fatten her up. We also learn that Joy is a total slut freak.
EPISODE 6 - L H C P F T V MS W FF - 67 Images
Opens up with continued forced feeding between Joy and Clarissa...but it ends up being something
involving a hotdog? First appearance of Willie Chapman as he walks in on his mother, Nadine, in
the bathroom and ends up erupting all over her when she tries to get a towel without him seeing.
Nadine ends up calling Olivia about the matter, and we get the first indication that the two were,
at one point, close friends to some degree but are no longer in touch. Clarissa and Joy wind up

going lesbian, or almost, till Willie walks in on them in the basement and Joy decides she wants a
little of what's going on in is pants.
EPISODE 7 - L H F MD C BE WG DS - 56 Images
First appearance of Colleen Brenner, Nadine's not-so-twin sister and she ends up doing a little
nasty with Willie in the kitchen after Nadine reveals to her what happened with him in the
bathroom previously. Amy discovers Jacob is still doing it with Olivia and their first fight occurs.
Later Amy dreams that her mother makes her rapidly fat with serious lesbian undertones.
EPISODE 8 - L F MD MB - 50 Images
Olivia, half drunk, catches Amy in the living room masturbating to a fat woman porn movie on late
night cable and the two of them end up doing it on the floor. Meanwhile we get a glimpse of the
unique relationship Colleen will end up having with Willie.
EPISODE 9 - O MS BS V DS -51 Images
First appearance of Old Betty Jones. She shocked to discover her grandson Jacob has a bit of a
MILF / fat woman fetish. Pay close attention here, as the old lady isn't so much disturbed that he's
sexually active as she is that he has a fat MILF fetish. There's a reason for this that won't come out
till much later and it has to do with who Jacob's REAL grandfather was. Meanwhile, Nadine
dreams she walks in on Willie and Clarissa doing it in the basement and eventually wakes to realize
it turned her on. Later, after having a few too many drinks, ends up intentionally revealing herself
to Willie and demanding that he do the same for her...something that we learn in the next episode
is ALSO a dream and not real. NOTE: First appearance of Walter Chapman...sleeping only.
EPISODE 10 - WG P C - 57 Images
Joy begins to notice the effects of her extra eating. We have the first appearance of Margaret
Jones when she has a conversation with Betty over the phone about Jacob's situation with Olivia.
And...Olivia discovers she's pregnant. Mark that down...she's still pregnant in episode 99! Amy
discovers she might be gaining weight and Jacob has an unexpected run-in with Colleen Brenner at
the grocery store. Joy continues her battle to hide her belly, but decides it's pretty much a lost
cause.
EPISODE 11 - MS MB P WG BS DU C - 48 Images
First appearance of Matthew Stevens, Joy's older brother and total douchebag. He walks in on her
and we learn that despite his atrocious attitude with her, she is beginning to turn him on with her
progressive pregnancy and weight-gain. Meanwhile Amy does her first impression of
Olivia...something that becomes a bit of sexual fetish fodder for her throughout the series. First
appearance of Joan Stevens, when she walks in on her Matthew masturbating in the shower and
this leads to the first all "X" episode. Jacob continues with Colleen in the store bathroom and Amy
ends up making herself a fake pair of "Olivia" boobs with some water balloons before
masturbating in living room.
EPISODE 11X - C MS F - 12 Images
Joan walks in on Matthew while he's masturbating in the shower. He thinks it's Joy and attempts

to talk smack through the closed shower curtain to gross her out, but Joan doesn't know that and
thinks he's aware that he's talking to her...and makes a move on him.
EPISODE 12 - P F DU MS OS - 51 Images
Joy, bare belly, pays a visit to Amy and is as shocked to see her fake water balloon boobies as Amy
is to see her sporting her belly out in the open. Meanwhile, Clarissa and Nadine have a moderate
confrontation in the basement while searching for Nadine's girdle. Later, Clarissa sets up Willie,
having no clue what the results will be. And we get a flash of Joan and Matthew still going at it.
EPISODE 12X - MS DS DU C - 18 Images
Willie walks in on Nadine wearing her way-too-small tube-top and is so shocked he tumbles down
the basement stairs and he ends up getting wood for her...or does he?
EPISODE 13 - H P F DU C - 36 Images
Dressed like sluts, Amy with her fake boobs and Joy with her belly hanging out, the two take the
subway and run into Betty Jones. Later, at the grocery store, Jacob, who's just finished up with
Colleen in the store restroom, gets walked in on by none other than Joy who proceeds to bang
him, pregnant and all, in the same stall he's just done Colleen and under her direction.
EPISODE 13X - MS MB C - 20 Images
Picks up with Willie and Nadine in the basement, but we learn that Nadine was merely fantasizing
in 12X...but working off her fantasy, she instigates matters for real with Willie and ends up telling
him to jack off on her after he reveals that Colleen already let him do the same to her. We get our
first glimpse of sibling rivalry between Nadine and Colleen. We learn later that the two not-sotwin sisters have shared more than just genetics over the years and will eventually do so again.
EPISODE 14 - H P F DU - 47 Images
Joan debates her tryst with Matthew and Clarissa walks in on Nadine and discovers she's let Willie
jerk off on her. Meanwhile, Margaret returns home and decides to get freaky with herself in
Jacob's room. Amy barges in on Joy in the grocery store bathroom and almost discovers Jacob
hiding in the stall.
EPISODE 14X - MB P F OS MS - 40 Images
Jacob returns home and stumbles in on his mother masturbating. Clarissa admits she's bisexual to
her mother and the two discuss the situation with Willie in-depth. Jacob ends up admitting he's
hot for older women in general and Margaret makes a play for him that ends up in oral sex.
Meanwhile, Joy walks in on her own mother while she's masturbating.
EPISODE 15 - L P F C2 OS - 47 Images
First appearance of "Tracey" the con-artist receptionist who disappears after attempting to
blackmail Walter. Olivia visit's Walter's office for a checkup since she's pregnant and runs into a
teenage girl she's known for years who's also hugely pregnant and the two end up getting nasty in
one of Walter's exam rooms. NOTE: Also the first appearance of Nurse Kate McKenzie...very
important as of episode 98.

EPISODE 15X - MS AN MB - 25 Images
Nadine contemplates doing more with Willie. Jacob continues on with Margaret doing the full
nasty with her in his room, including some anal. Nadine walks in on Willie in the bathroom while
he's beating off.
EPISODE 16 - L H P F V FF - 42 Images
First appearance of "Walter" in his regularly recognized form. Olivia almost gets caught by him
doing the pregnant girl. She ends up getting fist-fucked by him during her exam and the pregnant
chick watches from hiding. Meanwhile, Amy returns home and ends up gorging herself and then
discovers Olivia is pregnant when she finds her pregnancy test in the bathroom.
EPISODE 16X - MS - 23 Images
Nadine takes things a step further in the bathroom with Willie and she ends up tit-fucking him, but
doesn't stop there! Meanwhile Matthew busts in on Joy and tells her about his escapade with
their mother.
EPISODE 17 - P V MB MS FF - 46 Images
Olivia brings her teen pal home for more raunchy sex, but walks in on Amy masturbating.
Margaret figures out that Jacob is attracted to the fact that Olivia is fat.
EPISODE 17X - MS BS C P F - 23 Images
Nadine finishes up with Willie and Joy admits the idea of Matthew and her mother turns her
on...to such a point that she attempts to put the move on him herself, only to be interrupted by
Joan who immediately knows what's going on and isn't happy about it.
EPISODE 18 - P W - 45 Images
First appearance of "Leonard," Walter Chapman's brother, the gynecologist. NOTE: This episode
contains the first references to MAX-12 and FEM-32/34 drugs. We learn that Tracey, the
receptionist is pregnant and she and Clarissa tie up somewhat ending in Clarissa running her
through the wringer...something that will come back to haunt her later. Joan and Nadine run into
one another at the gym.
EPISODE 18X - FF WG MS - 22 Images
Olivia has apparently sent her new sex friend off, after coming home and finding Amy spread-eagle
and the two now tie up and fight after Amy confronts her about her pregnancy and Olivia snaps
back about her apparent binge eating. Meanwhile, Margaret continues onward with Jacob...but
Old Betty has comes home!
EPISODE 19 - MS F P - 39 Images
Doctor Chapman wanders in on Clarissa harassing Tracey and then afterwards, we learn that
Tracey isn't the dingbat we all thought and that she's blackmailing Walter. Back at the gym,
Nadine and Joan let a few things slip. Meanwhile, Betty pops in on Jacob, but Margaret was quick

enough to hide under his bed...so their secret remains safe for now.
EPISODE 19X - V MS F C T - 39 Images
Joan and Nadine come clean with each other about their sexual forays with their own sons and
then they concoct a plan to have Willie come up to the gym so Joan can check him out for herself.
Meanwhile, Walter has a talk with Clarissa about Tracey. Nadine's plan for show and tell turns
unexpectedly in a different direction when Joan reveals her tits to Willie and gets a face full of cum
for it.
EPISODE 20 - WG DS BE P C - 54 Images
A slightly chubbier Amy has a dream about getting super fat and fucking her coach. Afterwards
she has a run in with Olivia that leaves her mother masturbating. NOTE: This is the first time we
learn that Olivia gets off on Amy getting fatter. Joan and Nadine end up concocting an even
nastier escapade for Willie.
EPISODE 21 - WG P - 38 Images
First appearance of Clarissa as a superhero. Amy contemplates her weight-gain while Olivia
continues to get off on it. Joan and Nadine set Willie up to put the move on the girl in the gym.
EPISODE 22 - DU F P BS DS - 62 Images
Joy puts the move on Matthew and we discover that the previous situation with Joan and Nadine
was all a waking fantasy that Nadine was having. Amy dresses up like a tramp and goes to visit
Clarissa who's still in superhero attire and she tells her about the drug Walter and Leonard are
helping do research on and they concoct devious plans to make use of it or a variant of it.
EPISODE 23 - C - 20 Images
Left alone with Willie in the locker-room, Joan takes matters into her own hands...literally and puts
the stank on Willie.
EPISODE 24 - C - 14 Images
Joan continues to pound Willie and Colleen ends up coming in to pick him up after Nadine has to
go get Walter.
EPISODE 25 - C F MB - 58 Images
Betty and Margaret discuss matters with Jacob and he walks in on them during the talk, sparking
some shocking surprises. Meanwhile, Colleen stops on the freeway and gets crazy with Willie as
they strip down and get freaky in the middle of oncoming traffic. Amy oddly, decides to try taking
FEM-34. Overwhelmed with sexual thrill seeking, Colleen ends up fucking Willie for the first time
right on the side of the freeway in the open.
EPISODE 26 - WG BE MS F C - 60 Images
Amy discovers Clarissa's derivative of FEM-32 [aka34 or known later as "bloat"] works really
well...too well in fact. Willie and Colleen get caught by the cops but Willie makes a run for it...buck
naked. Jacob and Margaret get nasty again, but Amy, bloated up in an attempt to impress Jacob,

shows up at the apartment...and it's not gonna go well.
EPISODE 27 - WG MS -70 Images
Amy walks in and catches Margaret and Jacob in the middle of sex and the two end up having it
out over who Jacob belongs to. Meanwhile, Willie, naked and on the run, gets rescued by a
female dock worker and Clarissa comes to get him. Nadine accidentally discovers Walter is being
blackmailed by Tracey and that he's cheating on her with the con-woman.
EPISODE 28 - O C - 48 Images
Margaret pays Olivia a visit at the Donut shop where she works and a bit of verbal fur flies.
Meanwhile, Jacob comes home early and walks in on Betty naked!
EPISODE 29 - IR MS O - 47 Images
Clarissa talks Nadine out of murdering Tracey in lieu of a plan to out-think her. Meanwhile, Amy
misses her bus and ends up about to get freaky with three black dudes she meets on the street.
Betty, after getting busted by Jacob, ends up rubbing one out in the bathroom over the matter.
EPISODE 30 - O MS IR OS T P DU - 44 Images
Amy ends up doing the freak-nasty with the three back guys in an alley. Meanwhile, Clarissa in
superhero garb, confronts Tracey with Walter's pistol and Jacob and Margaret get busy in the
kitchen but Betty is nearby and about to walk in on them.
EPISODE 31 - BE P DU MS C2 IR T - 66 Images
Amy continues her foray with the black guys while Olivia has a moment with her pregnant teen
buddy at the donut shop. Clarissa continues her confrontation with Tracey in the parking garage
and Leonard Chapman advises Walter to let him make a phone call to "take care of things" with
Tracey's ass.
EPISODE 32 - BS P L - 57 Images
Colleen and Nadine venture down into the basement...and it looks like it might be going
somewhere nasty...we'll have to wait and see. Meanwhile, Clarissa returns home and walks in on
Willie jerking off to fat MILF magazines and ends up fucking him in the bathroom. And Olivia gets
freaky in the donut shop with her pregnant gal pal.
EPISODE 33 - BS F H - 48 Images
The mob boys show up and Tracey takes a little trip. Meanwhile, Nadine and Colleen get even
more naked together while secretly in the bathroom, Clarissa continues to bang Willie. And
Walter gets home---trouble or not? And last but not least, Betty confronts Margaret about her
sexual tryst with Jacob in the kitchen.
EPISODE 34 - P RP BE OS T - 42 Images
The mob boys have Tracey hostage while Walter discovers two very topless women in his
house...one his wife...one single and fat with even bigger tits...Colleen and Nadine plan a little
freaky freak with him...while just on the other side of the wall, Clarissa and Willie hide...something

that eventually leads to Willie's dick being in Clarissa's mouth! And last but not least, we discover
that the beer bottle Clarissa made Tracey play with wasn't all that random or empty...and its
contents clearly, was intended to fuck with the con-woman in a very big way!
EPISODE 35 - P RP BE F BS LM - 35 Images
The two mob guys fuck up and let Tracey escape but she's hugely pregnant and sloshing milk
everywhere! Willie and Clarissa finally escape the bathroom, but Clarissa ends up running into her
father...while still naked! And Walter gets paged to the hospital before he can go back upstairs
and get freaky with the terrible twin titans of tits. Finally we get back to Joy and Matthew who try
to figure out how they're going to work and live now that they've fucked and it leads to another
round.
EPISODE 35X - T BS MS - 20 Images
Joan walks in and catches Joy and Matthew in the middle of sex, but contrary to what they figure
will happen, their mother actually ends up being complacent to it...or is she?
EPISODE 36 - P RP BE C2 - 44 Images
Walter arrives at his office to find the super-sized Tracey waiting on him with a gun...but Clarissa is
en route but not necessarily to save the day. Meanwhile, Jacob visits Olivia at the donut shop and
accidentally interrupts her tryst with the pregnant pal.
EPISODE 37 - F FD P RP - 45 Images
Payback is a bitch, as Clarissa suddenly finds herself at the mercy of Tracey and Walter is made to
jerk off on her as a form of humiliation, retribution for her assault on the con-woman in the garage
previously. But the mob goons spoil the party. A ruckus ensues during which Clarissa smacks
Tracey and the woman flees on foot through the parking garage only to be caught by dudes in
white bio-suits. This is the last time we see her... or will it be? Finally Margaret departs on a new
cruise as stewardess and leaves Jacob behind. NOTE: First appearance of Lonnie, Margaret's small
breasted, big assed pal.
EPISODE 38 - T MS C F - 40 Images
Colleen and Nadine, half drunk, and waiting on Walter to come upstairs for their intended
threesome...end up passing out after he left in episode 35. Willie, curious about matters, sneaks
into the bedroom and ends up jerking off on the two passed out women, but Colleen wakes up in
the middle of it. Aboard ship, Margaret confides in Lonnie all the sordid details of recent events
between her and Jacob and her mother. NOTE: First appearance of Leslie Gilbert. Colleen ends up
sucking off Willie and Nadine comes to in the middle of it.
EPISODE 39 - WG F MS L - 30 Images
Leslie Gilbert gets truly introduced and we learn that her son, Leonard, is a little overly endowed.
NOTE: First appearance of Leonard Gilbert. Meanwhile Margaret realizes she's gaining weight.
EPISODE 40 - MS DS MB L - 42 Images
Lonnie walks in on Margaret sending obscene videos of herself to Jacob and Leslie has a dirty

This concludes the episode guide entries. At the time of publishing, Otto was hard at work on
episode 100. Below you’ll find some Q&A with Otto that covers a lot of topics and characters.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS – All about THE CHAPERONE:
What gave you the idea for the Chaperone series?
I don’t know. I just sort of came up with the idea one day and thought it would be sort of cool to
do something with cheerleaders in it and a proverbial soccer mom who wasn’t quite socially or
politically correct. The damn thing just snowballed from there and eventually the characters
began to take on personalities and lives of their own.
Was Olivia based on a real person?
No, actually she wasn’t. I just wanted to create a redhead, something I had not done previously
and the short hair was just a random tweak I gave her. The potbelly was an afterthought. She
honestly began as a total throw-together character.
I’ve seen a real European tit queen porn chick who is practically a clone of Nadine’s character.
Was she based on this model?
You are not alone in having made the comparison. The model in question, who I won’t name for
obvious reasons, came out around 2008-09. Nadine has been around since 2005. So in honesty,
the woman looks like my character, not the other way around. It is an exceptional resemblance,
so much so that I’ve received numerous emails about it over the years, but the answer is no, it’s
just a strange and uncanny resemblance. And not the only one. I’ve actually run into people in
real life who very much look like my characters and it always startles the hell out of me. I work
hard to breathe reality into my characters and sometimes it succeeds so well, as with Nadine, that
eventually a real-world person looks just like them. I saw a girl in a certain super-center one
afternoon that was so identical to Clarissa that it almost made me pass out. Her hair, her shape,
her age, her manner of movement and overall attitude was identical. It was very disconcerting.
Do you always include pregnancy, big tits and fatties in every series?
Yeah, pretty much. I started doing porn comics with two intentions: One, to do what nobody else
was doing and two, to do comics with as much plot as porn. I’ve always believed that the tease
and build-up was as important as the actual deed itself, something porn producers in the USA have
long overlooked. You look at porn from other countries and you find acting and plot. I wanted to
make comics first and porn second. I hope I succeeded. As for doing what nobody else does, well
that pretty much covers pregs, tits, and fatties. Aside from that, I like all three myself. Do what
you like and you’ll never work a day in your life, so they say.
Is Willie ever going to get to Granny Brenner’s house and is he going to do her at some point?
Yep, episode 99 in fact. As for boning her…sorry not giving away my plots! Stay tuned!

Is Colleen or Nadine ever going to get pregnant?
Well, again I’m gonna take the 5th and avoid answering that one. I don’t want this to turn into
spoiler central.
How many kids does Walter Chapman actually have?
Hell, he doesn’t even know…how should I? Ha, ha! Seriously though, it’s a loose end sort of thing
that I may dangle around with later. For now, I don’t want to put a clamp on the number.
Are you ever going to continue on with the flashback to Nadine and Olivia in college?
Probably not. I only flashed back to explain that Olivia had a relationship with Walter spanning
way back and setting the groundwork for Amy being his daughter. I also needed to explain why
she never hit him for child support or told anybody who her father was. I sort of did that and
anything else I do now with it is sort of for no reason. So again, probably not.
Is Tales of the Duenna over? You sort of rewrote it back into the main Chaperone series and then
left it hanging.
Well, again, as with the previous question, I did the flashback to the 60’s in an effort to set the
groundwork for explaining Margaret and Jacob’s peculiar quirks and appendages…as well as to
give a little backstory on Betty. It got encompassing, and so I broke it off into its own series, called
Tales of the Duenna. But after a few episodes, it lost its steam and so I merged it back into the
Chaperone. After I did so, a lot of people started saying they missed it, so in all likelihood I will
eventually tell a little more of Betty’s past but it will remain in the Chaperone series. So the
Duenna miniseries is dead.
The FEM-32/34 drug changes names at various times throughout the series, why is that?
Honestly it was a FUBAR originally, meaning [fuck up beyond all recognition] – and I have no
reasonable excuse for it other than I wasn’t paying attention. The proper name is FEM-32.
What happened with the MAX-12 drug and was this really what gave Willie his super dick?
The FEM/MAX drugs were newer versions of a drug called Maxil that was created by NOWPharm
based on a drug that the Nazis synthesized which was based on a weird fruit they recovered from
Africa prior to WWII that was believed to be Ambrosia, nectar of the gods. The origins of the drug
will be covered in the NEUE RASSE series at a future date. You can read more about it in
MALEVOLENT INTENTIONS 44. As for Willie, no, the drugs didn’t give him the uber-schlong. He
inherited it from Nadine’s side of the family. I don’t want to spoil any upcoming episodes, so let
me just say that NEUE RASSE and CHAPERONE will tie in together very shortly.
Is Olivia having a boy or a girl?
Don’t want to give it away yet. She goes into labor in episode 99, so you won’t have long to wait
to find out.
What happened with the two mob goons that were after Tracey and is she dead or what?
They were just random mob goons sent by members of the Chapman clan to “take care” of
Walter’s problem for him. He and his brother Leonard were “outside” members of a prominent

East Coast mafia family and were never part of the family business, but because they ARE family,
they can usually make a call to have things handled. In exchange, since they are doctors, they
have to pay back the family by various deeds, which is why Walter doesn’t want to call them when
Tracey blackmails him…but Leonard convinces him to. As for what happened to Tracey? I don’t
want to spoil that. Will she be back? Again, I don’t want to spoil it. Can’t say anything else.
Will other members of the Chaperone series be making appearances in Malevolent Intentions and
just how far into the future from the Chaperone series is Malevolent? That’s always confused me
some.
NEUE RASSE
=
1936
TALES OF THE DUENNA
=
1964
Flashback Olivia / Nadine in college =
1983
Current time for THE CHAPEONE
=
2000
MALEVOLENT INTENTIONS
=
2015
Crossovers are always notoriously hard to follow. I apologize for the confusion. Above is a time
line giving dates for the series.
As for other members appearing in Malevolent, in all likelihood, yes, a few will make cameos, but
none will be major characters at this point in my plotting. That could eventually change though.
You can look forward to some crossing-over with new character Mack from episode 99. He will
become an important figure in Clarissa’s life both in Chaperone and in Malevolent.
I just joined the site a few months back and I’ve really gotten into The Chaperone series, but I’ve
noticed the artwork changes dramatically every so many episodes. Why is that?
The series began over eight years ago. During that time, I’ve developed better 3D techniques and
sculpted out better looking, more realistic characters. At most, I can generally only produce about
two episodes of a series per month. And I don’t always work solely on the Chaperone, so if you
average it out, 100 episodes over eight years, it comes out to just a little over one episode a month
for the eight years. So every 12 to 13 episodes you read, I’m advancing about a year in both skills
and software. Compare episode 1 to 99 and you can see what kind of a difference it really makes.
I realize that most people are used to standard drawn comics where the characters look identical
as long as the artist remains the same, but with 3D, the technology advances constantly and if I
don’t keep up with it, my work falls behind and would eventually end up being laughed at in
comparison to others’ work. So I have to stay up with the advancing techniques. In a nutshell, you
can probably look forward to even more changes as we enter into the 100’s.

A final word from Otto Maddox about the series and his work:
When I began working in 3D comics, I never dreamed I’d develop such a cult following worldwide.
I had worked in both porn and mainstream comics for over a decade, and had never truly found
notoriety in either field. When I first went to work for Crazyxxx3dworld, I had no clue what I was
going to be doing. The owner, a man who’s been very good to me over the years, had reviewed

my work and asked me to come to work for him full time. Up until that point, I’d only done
random short-run comics that were fully porn oriented…in other words, no plots really, aside from
the delivery of naked characters and most of that work had been done for little to no real pay.
When the owner of Crazyxxx3dworld hired me, he did so knowing that I wanted to real comics and
not just porn crap. He agreed there was likely a market for it and so his instructions to me was to
create a group of series that could be ongoing and interesting. Story first, porn second. I was
overwhelmed at first, as no one had ever given me that sort of creative freedom. I embarked on a
mission to make “good porn,” if you can call it that. I wanted to create comics that crossed the
boundaries between real world, real person movies and the amazing and unimpeded world of
comics and cartoons. 3D opened a new niche in digital media…one that gave me and many others,
the opportunity to build that bridge…the one that would cross the boundaries I mentioned. So
there I was, impeded only by lack of a plot and characters…knowing there were no limits to what I
could but yet having no idea what I should be doing. Somehow, out of the fog, emerged THE
CHAPERONE and its infamous cast of characters…Olivia Davis being the first one. Where she came
from, I have no idea. I was just sitting there with this idea of a drunk, worthless soccer-mom in my
head and somehow she just poured out onto my screen…a red-head with a nice rack but a fat gut
that spoke to her constant drinking. The man-cut hair emerged from the concept that she
independent and didn’t need a man to take care of her…she was her own man, so to speak. The
cheerleading crew was just an amalgamation of every type of bad movie I’d ever seen…fat girl,
prissy girl, slut girl, black guy, and squirrely white guy. Their distinct personalities would develop
later. When the first two episodes started generating fan mail immediately after release, the
owner told me I was on to something, and told me to keep going with it. With the continuation, I
had to bring in more characters and Nadine was born. Honestly I’m not sure how I managed to
come up with her. I can recall knowing that I wanted Clarissa to be the smart one of the bunch, so
it just seemed humorous to make her mother a moron…so the ditzy blonde was born. Clarissa
already had huge boobs, so I figured Nadine should have them too. Willie started out as the
“weird little annoying brother” and mostly just a joke. You may recall when Clarissa popped off to
her mother than Willie was the father of Joy’s baby. Sometime after that, I just threw him into the
story and he sort of “made” himself. The relationship between Nadine and Willie was probably
the first mother/son angle in the series…and after it debuted, I was again, overwhelmed with fan
mail. Everybody loved it. So I decided to push the mother/son element further in the series, but
to do that I had to build in some sort of “reason” for this…and thus was born the drug and
NOWPharm elements of the series. Sons with huge penises would be more likely to have the
sexual attention of their mothers, right? This became the most successful driving factor in the
series and went on to spawn Malevolent Intentions, Fall of Innocence and Uninhibited…all
successful series on their own merits, but all deriving their origins and even characters, from the
Chaperone universe.
I hope to continue on with all these series over the next few years, but as with all things, certain
content gets to be stale after it’s been done so many times. So as most of you will probably have
noted, by the time we reach the 90’s, the series begins to shift into a different direction. Over the
coming episodes, I will be expanding on areas that I haven’t touched and doing things that I
haven’t done before. While you can certainly expect to see the same characters in the newer
episodes, you should also be prepared to see them doing things they haven’t done before. The

drama will get far more intense and the sex will get far more freakish. Also look for some of the
characters to get what’s coming to them. I have always been excited by the fact that I could do
things in comics that you simply can’t do in the real world. It gives you a freedom of creativity
that cannot be matched in any realistic medium, other than 3D. But to allow a character in a
series to do unacceptable acts [in the real world]…and to have them do it without any
ramifications, always seemed unjust to me…and also set a bad example. Mothers don’t have sex
with their sons in the real world without serious, dire implications and so to me, the characters in
my comics should not do such things without detrimental results either…and for several reasons.
One, I want realism in my work, and to mimic that, I must insert reality into my comics. And two, I
don’t ever want my work to become a toy for people who actually commit similar acts but with
real people in the real world…and so I want to display a dose of consequences in my work. So
expect to see those “consequences” beginning to rear their ugly head in all my series during the
next few months. Some characters will get what’s coming to them…and some will simply get it,
whether it was coming or not. I want to keep my readers guessing and not just continue to deliver
the same drivel with nakedness each episode. So if you’ve been impressed with my work thus far,
then sit down, strap in, and prepare to have your socks blown off during the next round.
Thank you for buying access to my comics and I hope they deliver what you expect. While they
may gross you out or make you laugh…or even blow your mind from time to time, they will never
be ordinary or boring. I do my very best to do what no one else does. On behalf of myself and my
family, I thank you for supporting my work…and I will be overjoyed to continue creating comics for
as long as I can afford to do so.
Otto Maddox

THE END…OR JUST THE BEGINNING?
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